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Dannon brings innovation to television advertising with actionable experience 
- Mobile Commerce Daily
Published on 24/01/2017

Dannon brings innovation to television advertising with actionable experience. 
Dannon is bringing coupons to television through the use of mobile with a down-
loadable coupon for yogurt, as call-to-action experiences become imperative in 
the overcrowded marketing eld.

Link to full-text article

AGA and The Dannon Company Recognize Microbiome Leader Dr. Gary Wu
Published on 07/12/2016

The AGA Research Foundation and The Dannon Company are pleased to recognize Gary D. Wu, MD, 
as the recipient of the 2017 AGA-Dannon Gut Microbiome in Health Award for his project titled: “Equol 
Production as a Model for the Impact of Diet on the Metabolome of the Gut Microbiota in Humans.”

USA

Link to full-text article

GFSI Announces 2017 Global Food Safety Conference
Published on 18/01/2017

Scheduled for Feb. 27 to March 2 in Houston, this year's event will highlight how GFSI serves as a driver 
to the food safety ecosystem and how companies can leverage GFSI for growth, no matter where in 
the supply chain they operate...

Other

Link to full-text article

Danone adds Super Yummies Pumpkin and Rosemary Breadsticks
Published on 23/01/2017

Introducing all-new Pumpkin and Rosemary Breadsticks, the latest tasty toddler snack 
from The Super Yummies – which has been developed alongside mums and nutritionists 
with real ingredients.

Link to full-text article

Link to full-text article

Danone gives New Year's pep talk in Volvic campaign
Publié le 04/01/2017

Danone has launched a New Year's UK marketing campaign for Volvic that will 
emblazon motivational messages across packaging for the bottled water brand. A 
range of limited-edition labels with words such as 'brave', 'fearless', and 'determi-
ned'...

Link to full-text article

Link to full-text article

UK

Actimel launches the first mobile game in Spain of 'Rogue One: a story 
of Star Wars
Published on 20/01/2017

AActimel has launched the rst game of Twitter for mobile phones in Spain along with Rogue One: A 
History of Star Wars. This cooperation continues to be aligned with the emotional positioning of a 
brand based on overcoming daily challenges in a positive and proactive way, with which the brand 
wants to evolve towards a younger and closer image. In this way, the digital arena and collaboration 
with Star Wars have been key to being able to create a strategy that allows transmitting this new posi-
tioning and attracting a wider audience. It is a pioneering project in Spain that has united for the rst 
timetime to Twitter, the platform creators Niche and Actimel. In addition, this initiative has had the coope-
ration of Brand Strategy, the creative consulting area of Twitter for brands. The game consists of 
helping the Rebels to ght the Dark Side. With this, Actimel wants to remind us how fundamental it is 
to face the obstacles of everyday life. The mechanics of the game is established from the Twitter 
Moments, where players can choose their own adventure and solve the dierent situations. The Acti-
mel game will be available until 31 January. In this time frame, all those involved will enter the draw 
for a trip for two to the Obi-Wan Kenobi ranch in California. A pioneering project: Actimel has been 
the rst brand in Spain to create a creative campaign with Niche, the platform that is part of Twitter, 
and works with creators from all over the world to create authentic and innovative brand content. The 
creative nature of the action and the incorporation of gamication into the dynamics of Twitter has 
captivated users and generated excellent results. Only the rst tweet released by the brand got 1.7M 
impressions, 125,000 interactions and more than 400 entries on its rst day.

Spain

Link to full-text article

To all those who appreciate a healthy lifestyle, Activia presents high quality yoghurt 
natural, created by experts - creamy texture and new packaging make eating 
yogurt is from today a pleasure ! What distinguishes the new * YoghurtNatural 
Activia? The smaller a package (120 g) and its unusual for this category of yoghurt 
shape make it an ideal snack at any time of the day.

Activia yoghurt in a new packaging
Published on 01/02/2017

Link to full-text article

Poland

The baby food market is doing well
Published on 19/12/2016

An increase of 24% over the next six years. Powdered milk comes rst. It accounts for 80% of the baby 
food market in terms of sales in 2015. After milk powder, cereals (14% of sales) and prepared meals 
(6%) are found. The baby food market in Morocco still has good days ahead. This is expected to grow 
by 24.3% over the next six years. This is the conclusion of a report published recently by Canadean, 
an ian international consumer research company. According to the document, the market has grown 
39.4% in terms of volume since 2009. The authors of the report explain this growth by the demand 
of the middle class who has su cient income to buy baby food for sale in pharmacies and 
supermarkets. Among the products most bought by Moroccan couples, milk powder comes rst. 
It accounts for 80% of the baby food market in terms of sales in 2015. After milk powder, cereals 
(14% (14% of sales) and prepared meals (6%) are found. Two multinationals dominate the market, namely 
Danone and Nestlé. They captured 83% of the market in terms of volume and 82% in terms of value in 
2015. Nestlé ranks rst in terms of volume and Danone 1st in terms of value. The report also reports 
that most baby foods are distributed by pharmacies, which accounted for 54% of the volume of sales 
in 2015, compared to 41% for supermarkets and hypermarkets. Articial milk to the detriment of 
breastfeeding: If articial milk is gaining ground, this is explained by the fact that breastfeeding 
is less and less populais less and less popular among Moroccan women. Ministry of Health statistics indicate a worrying 
decline in this practice. To encourage young mothers to use breastfeeding, the Ministry of Health 
organizes each year the National Breastfeeding Promotion Week.

Link to full-text article
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Danone to double India business by 2020, lines up 10 new products
Published on 16/01/2017

French nutrition and dairy major Danone plans to double its business in India by 2020 for which it will 
bring in more global brands here and has lined up ten new launches for this year.

Link to full-text article

Danone to launch infant formula in India to help genetic disorders
Published on 20/12/2016

Danone is preparing to launch infant formula that caters to the dietary needs of children with 
"inborn errors of metabolism", or IEM, in India.

Link to full-text article
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Danone's real-time marketing campaign rewarded
Published on 12/12/2016

Danone Danone received a trophy at the Mobile Marketing Association Awards for its real-time marketing 
campaign. The "Smarties" trophy was awarded to Danone in the Mobile Native and Location-based 
category for the #Staystrong Actimel campaign. This real-time marketing campaign brought together 
advertiser Danone, MediaCom agency and Waze application around the same project. The goal of this 
mobile marketing device is to target and reach motorists at dierent times of the day. Real-time 
marmarketing thanks to digital: MediaCom (agency belonging to GroupM) collaborated with Waze to set 
up this digital and innovative device. Indeed, the free navigation application has a huge community 
of users. So many opportunities for advertisers to reach their consumers throughout the day. 
The "takeokver" advertising format makes it possible to target and touch vehicles when stationary. 
TTo give courage to motorists in these dicult times (long expectations at tra c lights, tra c jams, 
daily commutes, etc.), Actimel decided to send them positive messages via his #StayStrong hashtag. 
For example, motorists have the right to: "Get o the wrong foot? At least you're on the right road 
#StayStrong ", or" What's better than a long drive to practice karaoke? #StayStrong ". This real-time 
marketing campaign has reached more than 1 million unique users of the Waze application. 
The reputation of the new signature and the Danone Actimel brand has been improved thanks to 
the repetition (average of 3.24) of the message. The campaign also has an excellent engagement 
rrate with over 10,000 shares, a rate of 0.17% that is superior to Waze benchmarks. Finally this device 
also benets Waze which has seen an increase in its brand uplift by 140% since the launch of 
this digital operation.

Link to full-text article
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Dannon TV Commercial – Discover New Dannon Whole Milk Yogurt
Published on 14/01/2017

The French agri-food giant, with a turnover of € 22.4 billion in 2015, sells its stake in Danone Alqueria, 
its Colombian joint venture specializing in dairy products, to its Colombian partner Alquería. As part 
of this operation, Danone was advised by Bredin Prat and PPU D & U Uría.

Link to full-text article

Columbia

Argentina
The 6th issue of Marketers Magazine was launched with Daniel Ordonez 
on the cover
Published on 04/01/2017

Daniel Ordonez - Chief Growth O cer for Danone Waters gives an interview and is on the front page 
of the Marketers Magazine.

Link to full-text article

Danone plans to serve 'mishti doi' in Europe
Publié le 05/10/2016

Bengal's 'mishti doi' may soon compete with French creme brulee. A staple or joyous Bengali 
occasions, he sweet yogurt could nd its way to European dinner tables as French dairy giant 
Danone...

Link to full-text article

Europe

Danone adjusts its 2016 guidance
Published on 19/12/2016

Danone continues to increase the resilience of its economic model and expects FY 2016 like-forlike 
improvement of recurring operating margin to be above target...
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Danone’s CEO on Going Organic and Why It’s Critical to Be Fair
Published on 19/12/2016

When Danone Chief Executive Emmanuel Faber delivered the graduation address at a French business 
school last June, he spoke of nights spent looking for his schizophrénie brother...
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